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Introduction to Microbiology 

The Microbial World and You 

Introduction to Microbiology & Microorganism 

Muthanna Al-Mahdawi, Ph.D. 

College of science/Department of Biology 

Learning Objective: 

 Knows the basic knowledge of microbes. 

 Explain the importance of observation made by Hooke and Van Leeuwenhoek. 

 Compare the theories of spontaneous generation and biogenesis. 

 Differentiate among the major group of organism of studied in microbiology. 

 List several ways in which microbes affect our lives. 

Primary Source for figures and content: Tortora, G.J.  Microbiology An Introduc4on 8th, 9th, 10th 

ed.  San Francisco: Pearson /Benjamin Cummings, 2004, 2007, 2010. 
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Introduction to Microbiology & Microorganism 

The Microbial World 

Microorganisms are creatures that are not directly visible to the unaided eye (nacked eye). 

All these creatures are living in nature. Part of these is living in a saprophytic form on soil, 

water, vegetation and so on. Some of these saprophytic microorganisms may invade the body 

of human or animal causing important diseases (Parasitism). Another part of these creatures 

are living in or on the human or animal body (normal flora), This type of relationship called 

mutualism which confers benefits to both partners. Some of these normally existing 

microorganisms become harmful to the host and this relationship called parasitism during 

which the host provides the primary benefits to the parasite. 

Microbiology is the study of microorganisms, a large and diverse group of microscopic 

organisms that exist as single cells or cell clusters; it also includes viruses, which are 

microscopic but not cellular. 

 

Microbes in our lives 

 Microorganisms have a tremendous impact on all life and the physical and chemical 

make-up of our planet. 

 Microorganism is important in the maintenance of an ecological balance on earth. 

 It has been estimated that 5 x 10
30

 microbial cells exist on earth; excluding cellulose, 

these cells constitute about 90% of the biomass of the en&re biosphere.  

 Some microorganisms live in humans and other animals and are needed to maintain 

the animal’s health. ; more than 90% of the cells in our bodies are microbes. 

 Some microorganisms are used to produce foods and chemicals. 

 Some microorganism cause disease. 

Microbes and Human Welfare( ا"���ن ر!�ھ�� )/The Impact of Microorganism on Human Affairs 

 -Recycling vital elements (decomposition, photosynthesis, & nitrogen fixation return 

C, N, O, S, and P back to food chain) ; more photosynthesis is carried out by 

microorganisms than by green plants 

 -Sewage treatment ( ا���� ا��رف �	�ه ������ )  

(Microorganisms as a decomposer :Microorganisms degrade dead plants and animals and recycle chemical 

elements to be used by living plants and animals. For examples, bacteria are used to decompose organic 

matter in sewage and microbes decompose food into simple molecules.)  
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(Microorganisms as a nitrogen fixer: Some bacteria live in nodules on a plant roots. Nitrogen fixer bacteria. 

N2 → NH3  Atmospheric nitrogen compounds that the plants can use for growth. 

 -Bioremediation ( ا��	و�و�	� ا������� ) 

 -Insect pest control( ا���ر	� ا���ت ������ ) 

 - Microorganisms and Food production:  

food industry: Dairy Product (cheese, yogurt, yogurt drinks, chocolate); 

 Baked goods; Alcoholic beverages ;Tempeh  

(Indonesian traditional food); Pickles; Vinegar 

 -Commercial applications 

 -Biotechnology & Genetic Engineering: 

*vaccines 

*therapeutics 

*gene therapy 

*agriculture 

Brief History of Microbiology(�#�$د
 (	و)ز ��ر��� 
�&م ا����ء ا

1665 Robert Hooke 

 -developed first microscope 

  The First Observation : observed the plant material was composed of ‘little boxes’; 

he introduced the term cell . 

 Hooke’s observations were the groundwork for development of the cell theory, 

(proposed cell theory: concept that all living things are composed of cells). 

1673-1723 Anton van Leeuwenhoek: using a simple microscope, was the first to observe 

microorganisms 

 -enhanced microscope magnification 

 -published observations of tiny live moving objects: called them “animalcules” 
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Scientists now interested in microbes: Where do they come from? Prevailing thoughts: 

 Spontaneous Generation Theory: some forms of life could arise 

spontaneously from nonliving matter .  

1858 Virchow 

 Theory of Biogenesis: living cells can only arise from living cells 

Great debates  …..Two hypothesis attempted to explain the origin of the microbes& 

Experiments to prove both sides continue: 

 Biogenesis – They arose only from other living things of their same kind. 

 Theory of Spontaneous Generation – They arose spontaneously from something 

nonliving. 

The debate over Spontaneous Generation  

 Until the mid – 1880s, many people believed in 

spontaneous generation, the idea that living 

organisms could arise from nonliving matter. 

 Francesco Redi demonstrated that maggots 

appear on decaying meat only when flies are able 

to lay eggs on the meat. 

 1861 Louis Pasteur demonstrated that: 

-microorganisms are in the air everywhere, 

-microorganisms in the air can contaminate sterile 

solutions but air cannot give rise to microbes: (no 

spontaneous generation) 

- Offered proof of biogenesis by using various shapes of 

swan necked flasks( رق ��ق ا�وزةواد ) 

- Microbes present on all non-living matter 

- Microbes can be killed by heat: (invented 

Pasteurization: kill contamination) 

- Methods can block access of microbes to sterilized 

medium: (aseptic technique) 

- Sick wine problem: establishes link between activity of a 

microbe and specific change in organic material: 

sugar + yeast = alcohol (wine) 

sugar + bacteria = acid (vinegar) 

- Applied ‘microbes cause change in organics’ 
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logic to disease …….…  

(prevailing thought: disease = punishment for misdeeds) 
Germ Theory of Disease: …..microbes cause disease....  

 1860s Lister 

- knew physicians transmitted infections 

- knew phenol (carbonic acid) killed bacteria 

- treated surgical wounds and implements, reduced incidence of infection 

 1876 Koch 

 proves Germ Theory of Disease: 

*Anthrax-kills livestock  

*isolated Bacillus anthracis from sick animals 

*grows B. anthracis in culture 

*injects culture into healthy animal 

*animal sick with Anthrax, dies, same B. anthracis in blood 

 Koch’s Postulates: experimental steps to prove a particular bacteria causes a 

particular disease 

1857-1914 Golden Age of Microbiology 
 Establishment of Microbiology as a science 

 Discovery of disease agents 

 Discovery of role of immunity 

 Development of vaccines 

 Development of Chemotherapy 

Vaccination: 

1796 Jenner 

 Observed milkmaids who got cowpox never got smallpox 
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 -injected cowpox into child, child mildly ill 

 -child never contracted cowpox or smallpox 

1880 Pasteur 

 -observed bacteria grown in lab became a virulent but could produce immunity 

 -coined the term vaccine (vacca is Latin for cow) 

Therapeutics: 

Chemotherapy = treatment of disease using chemicals 

Antibiotics = chemicals produced by one microbe to kill another 

Synthetic drug = chemicals synthesized in lab to treat infections and disease 

1910 Ehrlich :first chemotherapy for infection -Salvarsan (arsenic) for syphilis 

1928 Fleming 

 -first antibiotic 

 -Penicillin for Staphylococcus infections 

Microbes and Human Disease 
 Normal Microbiota = microbes that live on you 

always, sometimes good, sometimes bad 

-prevent pathogen colonization 

-produce vitamins in gut 

-can cause disease in new location or immuno-compromised host 

 Infectious Disease 

Pathogens = microbes that have part of life cycle in human host causing illness 

-reemerging and increasing 

-increasing drug resistance 

 Resistance = ability to ward off disease 

 Biofilms = attachment of microbes (sometimes good, sometimes bad) 

-protect mucosal surfaces 

-colonize medical implants 

-typically drug resistant 

 Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) = diseases that are new or changing and 

increasing 

-genetic changes in organisms 

-spread to new regions 

-exposure 

 Of all known bacteria, less than 10% cause any illness in humans 
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Early microbiology topics now divided into specific fields: 
 Bacteriology : bacteria & archaea. 

 Mycology : fungi. 

 Phycology: algae. 

 Parasitology: protozoa and parasitic worms. 

 Virology: viruses. 

 Immunology: host immunity & vaccines. 

 Recombinant DNA Technology: insertion of genes into microbes to produce 

therapeutics. 

The Diversity of Microorganisms (What are the systems that used for classification them) 

1 Bacteria 

 Bacteria are unicellular organisms. Because they have no nucleus, the cells are 

describes as prokaryotic. 

 The three major basic shapes of bacteria are bacillus, coccus and spiral. It also vary in 

size (0.1um to 5um). 

 Most bacteria have a peptidoglycan cell wall; they divide by binary fission; and they 

may possess flagella. 

  Bacteria can use a wide range of chemical substances for their nutrition. 

2 Fungi 

 Fungi (mushroom, molds and yeast) have eukaryotic cells (with true nucleus). Most 

fungi are multi cellular. 

 Fungi obtain nutrients by absorbing organic material from their environment. 

3 Protozoa 

 Protozoa are unicellular eukaryotes and classified according to their means of 

locomotion. 

  Protozoa obtain nourishment by absorption or ingestion through specialized 

structures. 

4 Algae 

 Algae are unicellular or multicellular eukaryotes that obtain nourishment by 

photosynthesis. 

 Algae produce oxygen and carbohydrates that are used by other organisms. 

5 Viruses 

 Viruses are non-cellular entities that are parasites of cells. 

 Viruses consist of a nucleic acid core surrounded by a protein coat. An envelope may 

surround the coat. 
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Methods for Studying Microorganism 

Microscope is an instrument that magnifies the size of image of an object to be seen with 

the naked eyes. 

The two key characteristics of a reliable microscope are; 

i. Magnification 

 the ability to enlarge image of an object. A compound light microscope uses multiple 

lenses to refract light to achieve magnification. 

 total magnification is the product of the magnifying powers of the individual lenses 

where:             Power of objective x  Power of ocular = Total Magnification 

4x   X   10x  =   40x 

10x   X   10x  =   100x 

30x   X   10x  =   300x 

100x   X   10x  =   1000x 

ii. Resolution/ Resolving Power (R) 

 the resolving power (R) of an microscope is the closest spacing between 2 point at 

which the point can still be seen clearly as separate entities.  

 the resolving power of a light microscope depends on the wavelength of light (λ ) and 

a property of the objective lens, called the numerical aperture (NA) 

R = 0.5 λ /NA 

1- Bright field Microscope:  

 Form it image, when light is transmitted through specimen. 

 The specimen, being denser and more opaque then its surrounding absorbs some of 

this light, and the rest of the light is transmitted directly up to through the ocular into 

the field. 

 As a result, the specimen will produce an image that is denser than surrounding 

brightly illuminated field . 

 Can be used for both live, unstained material and preserved, stained material. 

2- Dark field Microscope:  

 Used for examining live microorganisms that are invisible in the ordinary light 

microscope. 

 Use a dark field condenser that contains an opaque disk. The disk blocks light that 

would enter the objective directly. Only light that is reflected off (turned back from) 
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the specimen enters the objective lens. Because there is no direct background light, 

the specimen appear light against a black background. 

 Frequently used to examine unstained microorganisms suspended in liquid.  

 Example microbe -Treponema pallidum 

3- Phase Contrast Microscope 

 It permits detailed examination of internal structure in living organism. Not attach 

the microbes to the microscope slide. 

 Based on slight variations in refractive index. As rays pass from the light source 

through the specimen, their velocity may be altered by differences in the thickness 

and physical properties of various portion of the specimen. 

 Light rays passing through the specimen are diffracted (bent) differently and travel 

different pathway (out of phase with one another) to reach eye of the viewer.  

 Details of the internal structure of the specimen also become more sharply defined in 

phase-contrast microscope. The internal detail of a cell appear as degrees of 

brightness against a dark background. 

 This microscope used the special condenser that contains an annular (ring shaped) 

diaphragm. The diaphragm allows a ring of light to pass through the condenser, 

focusing light on the specimen and a ring shaped diffraction (phase) plate in the 

objective lens. 

 The diffracted and undiffracted rays are then bought into phase with each other to 

produce the image that meets the eye. 

4- Fluorescence Microscope: 

 Takes advantages of florescence of substances.  

 Florescence substances absorb short wavelengths of light  

 Give off light at longer wavelength that can be seen by the use of the special light 

filters. 


